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A (u, k, a, @)-partial difference set in a finite group G of order v is a subset D of G with k 
distinct elements such that expressions d,d;‘, for d, and d, in D, represent each non-identity 
element not contained in D exactly (Y times and each non-identity element contained in D 
exactly a + fi times. Such a set is closely related to association schemes of PBIB designs with 
two a&ociate classes. 
Let G be a finite group of order u > 1. A (u, k, CX, @)-putia~ difference set in G is 
a subset D of G with k distinct elements such that expressions d,d;‘, for d1 and 
d2 in D, represent each non-identity element not contained in D exactly a times 
and each non-identity element contained in D exactly (Y + @ times (In particular, 
we shall calI Cp, (e}, G\(e) and G as (a, 0, O,O)-, (u, 1, 0, O)-, (u, u - 1, 0, u - 2,)- 
and (u, u, 0, v)-partial different sets.) Such a set is a generalization of group 
difference set f43 (corresponding to the case /3 = 0), which is difference from the 
direction of generalization studied in [6] or in [lo, 141. Also, if, in particular, G is 
an elementary p-group and 
{d”(dED,n=l,..., p-l}cD, 
then D becomes a general difference set defined by ES]. 
Partial diflerence sets are closely related to association schemes of partially 
balanced incomplete block designs with two associate classes. In this paper, a 
thorough analysis of partial difIerence sets will be carried out and relations 
between other combinatorial structures will be studied. Several non-existence 
theorems will be proved. Furthermore, we shall deduce a corollary on restrictions 
of parameters of cyclic association schemes by using results on partial difference 
sets in cyclic group. 
In this section, we shall give some basic properties concerning partial difference 
sets. 
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The following proposition is established by counting expressions did;‘. 
Pmpmhn 2.1. The parameters of a partial difiemtce set D satisfy 
(i) k=Kp+~lB2+4Wau)), where,;y~k-,o:r8.~~f.,e:ED d r=+ if 
&R 
Apart from the parameters u, k, a and 6, we should like to introduce a new 
parameter L = f12 + 49~ This parameter will by: shown to be very helpful, especially 
in the classification of partial difference sets. 
Given qy h?omorphism or anti-homomorphism A : G + G1, for any subset 
D of G, we denote 
DA = (A(d) 1 d E Dl c G1. 
III particular, let inv : G -+ G be the anti-automorphism which maps g to g-‘, 
then D’“={d-‘IdED]. 
W 2.2. If D is a (v, k, a, /3)-patiaf dijgemce set in G wi& 6p 0, then 
D irlv =D. 
Pmof. For any g E 0, we- have d,d;’ = g if and only if &d;‘= g-l. Hence the 
number of solution ‘pairs (cl,, d2) for the equation did;‘= g is equal to the 
number of solution pairs (d,, dz) for the equation dldgl = g-‘. If f3#0, then 
D hv=D is obvious. Cl 
Theorem 2.2 is quite a .=ful result for partial difference set. Instead of 
counting expressions did;‘, we may proceed to count the expressions did2 for the 
CXse @#O. 
For a group G, the group ring Z[G] is _*e ring consisting of all elements of the 
form Cnea qg with czp EZ for all g E G uad& the operations defined by 
I& x =CPEG Ggg and h : G + G1 be any homomorphism or anti- 
ho~nomorphism, similar to what we have done before, let us den&e .x” = 
T- 
r&G a&M EWJ. 
For any subset D of G, we denote fi =CdeD d &!![G]. In terms of this, the 
defining property of sL partial diflerence set can be translated into the following 
resli&. 
Ram now on, a subset D of .G is called triwi~l if D = (li, (e}, G\.(e) or G and 
vton-.tiz.&.z1 if otherwise. 
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Thearem 2.3. A non-trivial subset D of G is a (v, k, a, @)-partial difference set if 
and only if 
_ -. 
DD I”“-&+/3IT+re, (2.1) 
where e is the identity of G and the value of y is the same as in Proposition 2.1(i). 
firthermore, if Din” = D, then (2.1) becomes 
d2=a6+@B+ye. (2.2) 
Before investigating further properties of partial difference sets, we shall see 
some examples. First, let us write down a simple construction method based on a 
given partial difference set. 
Ropooilion 3.1. If D is a partial difference set in G with Dinv = D, then D \{e}, 
D U (e}, G \ D, (G \ D) \{e} al/d (G \ D) U {e} are partial difference sets. 
Now, we are going to study examples. Recall that L = p2+ 4y for a given 
(v, k, (Y, @)-partial difference set. 
XWp&tiam 3.2 If D is a non-trivial (u, k, A)-difierence set in G, then D is a 
(v, k, A, 0)-partial difference set with L = 4(k - A). 
One may find some concrete examples of this type in [ 1,4,13,15-J 
ProposItion 3.3. If D is a non-trivial subgroup of G, then it is a (v, w, 0, w)-partial 
diflelntce set with L = w2 where w = ID!. 
Proposition 3.3, together with the construction of Proposition 3.1, gives a very 
large class of partial difference set, In elementary p-groups. this type of examples 
has already noticed by [S, pp. 4%49]. 
propoaibton 3.4 Suppose v is a square. FOP subgroups N,, . . , , N, of G with 
lNJ=&andfin~=(} h:. e w e.mer ifj, we have D=(N,U--aUN,)\{ej is a 
(u, n(& l), n(n - l), &-2n)qartial df 1 erence set with L = v if D is non- trivial. 
PrOOf. Since INil = & trnd Ni n Nj = {e} for i # j, G is the direct product of NL and 
Nj whenever i # j. Hen’ce, 
- a. 
N,Jy”’ = fiiNi z JGR ifi=j, I d if i # j, 
. =: q(n - a)G,+ (J;- 2n)d 3_ q(.@ n)e, 
and the proposition follows by The)>rem 2.3. 0 
The following are some applications of J?ropositiou 3.4. 
(1) If G = G, x Gz for arbitrary groups G1, Gz of order w, then 
is a (W”, Z(;V - t):), 2, ;u’L4)+xutiaj dikenke set. 
(2)‘If G-G&G0 f .‘. or a&r&y group -GC, of order’ w r3, then D =r {(s g), 
(g, e), (g, g) 1 g E Go\(e)) is a (w’, 3(w - 1’1, 6, w -6)-putiaKd%renoe set where 
]G,,] = w. In particular, for G,, = Z,, then D is a (36, C&6,0)-partial difference set. 
If G,, = hr(, then D isa (16,, 10; 6, -2)_par&d di@erence set. _.I b. 
(3) if G:-is a vect&‘tipaee:of dimeusiin 2s tiver a tinite field Fp arid N,, . . . , N, 
are R pairwise disjoined subspaces of dimension s, then D = (iV1 U. l * U Nn) \(e} 
is a (q&, n(qS - 1); n(n - 1); q” b 2n)-partial difference set. In fact, D is also a 
general difference set of [5] and the case s = 1 is already reported in [S, pp. 
46-47]. 
Finally, we shah give a class of examples generalized from [S, pp. 44-461 and 
[13, p. 301. 
pIopoeitioa 3.5. tit G fn~ tk a&fit& group of a finite @ld Fp where q is cm odd 
prime power, rhen the set D of all non-zero squares in Fq forms a partial difference 
set with parameters 
ie,ka.B,L)= 
(4, d(q - 13,4(4 - 11, - 1, 9) 
I 
if q=lmod4, 
(q,$(q-l),i(q--3),O,q+l) ifq=3mod4. 
Rouf. The propo&ion canbe .easilyr~?roved by u&g cycJoto~~.k .qumbem In fact, 
a and B am given by (0, 01, and (1, 0J2- (0,0)~ respectively,, where kc, &‘s are 
cyclotomic numbers of order 2 (see [13, pp. 25-30$ Cl 
~Since group difference se& h& been stud& widely and deeply, iu the next few 
sect.ioi~%, we shall concern ourselvesm&&y on the csxs p,# 0, or more general, the 
case Dkv=D. 
Let N be a normal subgroup of G and A : G -+ GINbe Wnatural epimorph- 
ism. An automorphism or anti-automorphism 7 z G/N-, G/N is called a G/N- 
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multiplier of a subset D of G if PA = ai”. This definition of multiplier is different 
from [4, 9, 141. 
Denote G’ to be the derived subgroup of G, that is, G’ is the normal subgroup 
generated by ail commutators of G. It is known that G/G’ is abelian and G’ is 
contained in every normal subgroup N such that G/N is abelian. In this section, 
we will consider the G/G’-multiplier of partial difference sets. 
Given a (v, k, Q, @)-partial difference set D in G. Put w = )G/G’j. By (2.1), we 
have 
where Ai : G -P G/G’ is the natural epimorphism and e’ is the identity of G/G’. 
Furthermore, if Dk” = D, by (2.2), we have 
(ply = ai G/G’+ /3JN+ye’. (4.1) 
Define q : G/G’ + GIG’ to be the endomorphism which maps h to h’ for all 
h E G/G’. Certainly, if D’“‘= D, then T_~ is a G/G’-multiplier of D. 
Tlreorem 4.1. If D is a (u, k, a, @)-partial difference set with D’“’ = D and if I is 
r&tiuely prime to w, then r12 is a G/G’-multiplier of D. Moreover, if L is a sc~uare, 
then q is a G/G’-multiplier of D. 
To prove this theorem, we need a lemma. 
Let us denote Q as a primitive tth root of unity. 
Lemma 42. Let p be any prime, q relatively prime to p and &x1, I . . , G)E 
k&Jh, * * l , al, If 
WI, . . . , A,)~- W,(x,! - - - T,W+ BW,, . . . , %I+ Y 
mod(x;l- 1, . . . , xk- l), 
where fi’S are :Wwvers Of p, Ti{;; j =: z&b xi w.i 6, (=, ‘r E h, then, for E relatively prime 
to p, we have 
d+ 1,, . . ,xJ=#(r:2,. . . , x~:)mod(x~-1:. . . ,x>-1). 
Moreover, if L = @-t 4y is a square, then 
9(x 1, , . . , h,) = @(x:, . . . , xi)mod(x;l - 1, . . . , xF;- 1). 
Proof. To show 4(x,, . . . , x,,n)=~#~(xS, . . . , xi)mod(x;l- 1,. . . , xl-l) by the 
Chinese Remainder Theorem, it is sufficient to show 4(u:, . . . , uJ- 
4JbL * * a, uz) for arbitrary roots 4 of x’t - 1 (certainly, l& = {:0 for so.me ti E if 
where. r. = max ri). 
1 ’ 
i. ,: Inod(~~-q,,~ . x$-l). (4.21 
For each prime divisor p of w, &I I(p) such that I(p) + I ‘modbr, if r, is .a power of 
p; and Z(p)=1 mod fi 8 r, is not a power of p. If we can show that Q,~z’s are 
G/G’-multipliers, then * 
i 
qi = IJ i %I2 
p I 3 
is a G/G’-multiplier. 
Witbout loss d geuerality, suppose q’s are powers of p if i d n and Q’S are hot 
powers of p if i>n;~Fokarbitra@kmts tq Of x5-1 f& i>q by Lexmia 4.2, we 
have 
8(x1,. . . , X, a+l, . . . , .&)= e(p2, . . . , x;? Y+~, . . . , h) 
=6(x:(PP,. . , xy: &:‘, . . . , u$+) 
lndd(x~-21,...,x;-1). 
That is, 
@(%, * l a, x&6(x:b)z,...,Y~ 
HellCe, 
/ ,,)fflod(x~-1,. . &-I). 
jj%$% = @I 
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We have some necessary conditions for the existence of partial difference sets 
with certain given parameters. One of the most trivial existence tests has already 
been given in Proposition 2.1. Otherswill be listed below. 
‘lU¶amm 5.l. If D is a (u, k, 0, @)-partial difinmce set in G with @# 0, then 
D U(e) is IZ swbgnoup of G. 
PIU& Fiit, by Proposition 3.1, note that D U(e) is a (u, k’, 0, @‘)-partial differ- 
ence set for some integers k’ and 8’. Hence, for all dI, dz in DU{e}, d,d;l must 
be in 23 U(e). Surely, D U(e) is a subgroup of G. Cl 
Giver! a (u, k, a, @)-partial difference set D in G and a bijective mapping 
n:(l ,.*a, u} + G, define a matrix M = (G&, where 
I 
1 if Ir(i)lr(j)-‘ED, 
ail = 0 if a(i)w(j)-’ g! D. 
Since number of r such that ~+,czi, = 1 is equal to number of solution pairs 
(d,, dJ E D x D such that did;’ = m(i)?r(j)-I, 
MA4’=CYJ+#3M+~I, 
where I is the identity matrix and J is a o x u matrix with all entries equal to 1. If 
D hv= D, then M=MT, that is 
M2=aJ+@M+yI. (5.1) 
For this case, if we treat M as an adjacency matrix of a certain graph, then (5.1) 
shows that the corresponding graph is strongly regular (see [2& 
lbsarem 54 Let D be a (u, k, a, @)-partial difference set with Dhv = D. If L is not 
a square, then 
(4t+1,2t, t,-1,4t+l) if e&D, 
‘“ta,aL’={~4t+l,2t+1,L1,4r+l) ifeED. 
Pmof. Use matrix notations. Since M is symmetric, there is a matrix P such that 
PPT = I and IpMp* = d.iag(k, tl, r2, . . e , r,_l}. By (5.1), we have ri = $(fi *a) for 
lsi<;v-1. Let s be the number of i such that ri=f(S+a), then 
k+~~(8+JZ;)+MV-s-‘)(8-~~)=trM= 
0 if&D, 
D if end . 
But L is not a square, we have v = 2s f 1. 
If e$D, these (u-l)@=-2k which gives /3=-l and k=s sinc& l<k<v-1. 
(Note that if k s 1 or k 3 u - 1, by listing out all the possible partial difference sets 
where g.c.d (i$ p’) = p’-‘. 
RwkDefine 
co=~P&p’~(~p)=A~ 4 C,~{~modp~~(~pj=i~\~~. 
Letf=~+~O~i~p,thenby[8,p.52],y2~fmodp”issQlv~bleifandonlyifi 
is a quadratic residue module p. Hence, 
p*-‘__l PP’__l 
C, = iga (ig+C$) -and C;, = j_jJ (jp+ C;). 
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where p* = +I. Since L is not a square, (5.2) and (5.3) gives 
4Gl &-bt=*- and c~,+b,= 24(l)- I3 
P’ P’ - 
Hence the lemma follows. El 
This lemma will also be used in the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
&of of Tbsoram 5.3. By Theorem 15.2, we learn that C = u = ICI= 1 mod 4. It is 
known that, see [7], every group of odd order is solvable. Hence the derived 
subgroup G’ is different from G. Suppose G/G’ =Z, x l - . x Z,_ where Q’S are 
some prime powers. Use the same 8(x 1, . . . , q,,) as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Put 4(x) = 8(x, 1,. . . , 1); by (4.2), we have 
Cb(x)*=~T,(x)+B~(x)+ y mod x’l- 1 
for some 6 EZ. By Lemma 5.4, L = u = u*p, where rl is a power of p and 
p = 1 mod 4 is a prime. Similarly, we can show that ali Q’S are powers of this p and 
hence the theorem follows. Cl 
coroIlorg 5.5. If D is a (u, k, QY, #I)-pnrtiul dijference set in an abelian group G with 
D iav = D and L is not a square, then 
where p=lmod4 is a prime. 
Pro& If G is abelian, 
and 15.3. El 
then G’ = {e} and the corollary follows from Theorems 5.2 
In this section, we assume that G is abelian. Suppose G =Z, x - - - x h, where 
ri’S are some prime powers. Use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 
4.1; define 8(x1, . . . , x,,,) = z,,sD x$ * * - x$ for a given (u, k, (Y, @)-partial differ- 
ence set D in G with Dh” = D. By (4.2), we have 
80 ,. . ., l)= k and 8(4’$. . . ,{$-$(/3*x@ 
if not all srs equal to 1 where {,, denotes a primitive rith root of unity. 
LetC(D)={cEGI8(Q..., {z:) = i(@ + A)) U {e}. Analogous to a corollary in 
[S, p. 421, we have the following result. 
Timorem 6.1. if D is a (v, k, (Y, P)-partial difference set in an abelitzn group G with 
3). mv= D, then C(D) is Q (v, k’, a’, @‘)-par&d difference set with L’ = 
/3’2+4(k’- a’- 0’) satisfying LL’ = u2, 
. c e(&, . . . , (I;& l * :x$& 
iEC3 
=&I -dz)T,,(xJ ’ l l Trm(%&JZBC(x~*. . . , q/J+& -&3 h/E),. 
Also, from the L&r&$ I&e~@lation .ForWla, we derive. that 
@(XI,...,&,=1 _D *;“(a, l , , ) g$g;!A l l l gZ&‘ii * l l ,x$ ., . . 
Hence, we ‘conclude that 
1 
@&$,. . . ,g;$+(k+&w-%k))1=0 or 1 
for all ji’s such that not all 4:s equal to 1, that is, f?“(&, . . . , g$$‘s are roots of an 
equation y2 = ply + y’ for some 8” and y’ with @“+4y’ = v2/L. Hence, by the 
Chinese” %xenx&i&d Tf~tirn; we chaive :
#(XI,. . . , ~)2=a’Tr*(XJ * ’ * T,(x,)+p’e”(x,, : . *, &+y’ 
mod(z’ii- 1, . . . , Y;&- I) 
or 
for some a’. Cemtidy C(D)““= C(D) ‘since D’“” = D. By Theorem 2.3, ow 
theorem follows. Cl 
Using the same terminology as [SJ, we call C(D) the dual of D. 
For an abelian partial difference se: D with D”‘= D, if L is not a square, then 
Corollary 5.5 gives a complete characterization f its parameters. Thus, we shall 
consider the cast: L being a square. .,: 
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OC 2 C p. Hence from the Lagrange Interpolation Formula, we derive that 
iP(je 1, - -. , &J = 4(x1,. *. , %J&J+ w&l* Xl, * * *, %I, 
where #(x1.. . . , x,,) = [fP(l, x1,. . . , x,,)-- O”(& xl,. . . , x,,)]/p EZ[~, . . . T x, J and 
6(5::, l ’ l , 4:;) = 0 or *rup if not all C;$ equal to 1. But p Y a in &f,) where 
w=rl”’ r,, *JUp is impossible. Therefore, 
tP(X&..., G) = ST&,)T,,(x,) 0 - . T&,1+ @Up, XI, - . . , a), 
where OCSS~“-’ and 6 = (2k - /3 zt a)/Zpw. By Proposition 2.1, we have 
2Spw = &XZ*JZ or 
Spw(Gpw ---&S-z&) + cru = 0. 
Hence, either Q = 6 = 0 or p” I6pw which gives S = p”-‘. If (Y # 0, then we 
consider G \ D so that the new S equals to 0 and the same for the new a. Thus, by 
Theorem S.l, we conclude that either DU{e} or (G\D)U{e} is a subgroup of 
G. Cl 
Note that the dud of a subgroup of G is also a subnoup of G. Hence, given a 
(0, k, ar, /3)-abelian partial difference set D, if there is a prime p such that p2” 1 L 
where p” strictly divides u, then by considering th5 dual of D, it is obvious that 
either D U {e} or (G \ D) U(e) is a subgroup of G:’ 
If G is a cyclic group, then we have more information. Without loss of 
generality, in this section, put G =Z,. 
Thearem 7.1. I’D is a (u, k, a, @)-purtiaZ difference set in P, with Din” = D and L 
is not a square, then either D\(O) or (Z, \D)\{O} is the set of quadratic residues 
module u where v 3 1 mod’4 is a prime. 
mf. By Theorem 4.1, we have r2D = D for all 1 relatively prime to u. Hence, it 
stices to show that o = 1 mod 4 is a prime. 
From Corollary 5.5, we learn that u = pa’+’ for some prime p= 1 mod 4. 
Consider e(x) = Eden xd; we have 
B(x)‘, UT,(X) + @l(x) + y mod x” - 1. 
By Lemma 5.4, we bave e(x) = Cy$ ciXi where, for OC i <:pZsfl and 
g.c.d.(i, ~~.~‘)=p’, q = j(l;tp’-“). Lut Q’S are either 0 or 1 and hence s must be 
.o. cl 
I’heo~ 7.2. 1: D is a (a, k, ar, @)-partial difierence set in 2, with Dinv = D and L 
far some integer IL>. Applying-this to (X2), we‘ find that [dZ+aa(a)]a(dj = PIJ_Q 
formm3 integer ,R. Hewe, I. ?., : 
%fz l*G a(a)= y- 
./ ( -,;.‘., ;.: > 
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Since a(8) is an integer, 1 + 4nl must be an odd square. Thus, $( 1 &fiaG) is an 
integer; Put n3 = zt&l*~), then a@) = n&U& 
Case 2. Either I, is not a square or 8 Y a. Let a,, 8, be any divisors of u as in 
Case 1. Certainly &, 8, # 1 and at least one of them is not a divisor of +k (if L is a 
square). By inductive assumption, we have a(~,)a(8&&, dz) = 0. Applying this to 
f7.2), we find that [&+ &@)]a@) = 0. Hence a(8) = 0 since *rUa is not an 
integer. 0 
Freaf o# lkorem 7.2. By Theorem 4.1, we have 1D = D for ah I relatively prime 
to i). We may put 
e(r)=a; a@) “c’ x(“‘? 
i-0 
where a(8) E I! and 8(x) = CdeD xd. Hence &, I,,, a Ia, c&3,) = 0 or 1 for all divisors a 
of u. Without loss of generality, we may assume u(z)) = 0 (otherwise, consider 
Z, \ D instead of D). By Len-ma 7.3, we deduce that 
where a(8) = n,&tJ if a # 1. Hence, the theorem follows if we can show that 
a@)=0 if a#1 or Jz. 
For l<a<a and i3lrL suppose a(&)=0 for a<a,<&. By the fact 
L IIU,,Yls, a(+) = 0 or 1, we have a@) = -a(&) or 1 -a(a) = 0 or &I. On the 
other hand, a(8) = n&a where &J> 1. Hence the only possible solution for n, 
is 0 and hence a(a) = 0. Cl 
As a consequence of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, we have the fokwing corokuy. 
CoroMty 7-4 ‘IIre following ate all the cyciu: part&z! difierence sets: 
(i) D is a cyclic dijfhnce set. 
(ii) D = (a/t?, 2(u/@, . . . , (a- l)u/a), wkere t3 1 u. 
(iii) D ii the set of quadratic .&dues modub u where u = 1 mod 4 is a pime. 
(iv) D U {O), Z, \ D and Q, \ D)\(O) for D dejhd in (ii) and (iii). 
The following process forms an association scheme of PBlB designs with two 
associate classes: 
For u = nl+ nz+ 1, consider u treatments represented by the elements of a 
finite group G of order u. The set of fkst associates of the treatment g is 
(gd 1,. . . , gd,,,) while the set of second associates of the treatment g k 
1,. . . , cn, are al! the non-identity elements of 
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